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Introduction :
Sole is a species whose market has been expanding steadily
since the end of the 70's ; landings have doubled, from 4097t
in 1979 to 8048t in 1987. In real terms (1980=100) the value
of landings has increased from FF124 m to FF265 m over the
same period.
One must appreciate that the importance of fresh sole lies in
its high valuation. Despite the fact that the species occupies
no more than 1.66% of total landings in terms of weight, in
value terms exceeds 8.5% of the total, making sole the third
most valuable species in France.
Sole is consumed essentialy fresh and its price to the
consumer does not therefore depend on any transformation
process. It depends solely on demand and supply (domestic
landings plus imports) conditions. The role of supply is
probably the dominant one. The evidence for such assertion may
be found in the latest steep price increases which followed
the imposition of strict fishing quotas in the Bay of Biscay
in December 1988.
Sole landings are concentrated between two geographical areas
in France : the North-East coast and the Northern part of the
Bay of Biscay. Between them they account for 25% and 41% of
total sole landings in 1987. Imports of fresh and frozen sole
represent a non-trivial part of total supply. Fresh sole
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imports have risen to 2516t in 1987 and they originate from
the other North Sea fishing countries such at the Netherlands,
Belgium and Britain. Sole exports consist primarily of small
size fish and they are directed towards Spain and Italy.
The importance of sole in the context of the Northern French
fishing ports cannot be underestimated, the species represents
a mere 2% of total tonnage but its value is in excess of 20%
of the value of landings in the ports of Boulogne s/mer,
Dunkerque and Dieppe. The aim of the following section to
establish the extent that fresh sole prices quoted at these
ports are related.

Section 1 : Is there a "dominant market" for sole in Northern
France ?
In this study we have focused on three main ports in Northern
France, those of Boulogne- sur-mer, Dunkerque and Dieppe. In
addition we will examine the influence of Boulogne landing
prices on the price of imports of fresh sole for the whole of
France.
We are aware that import prices refer to the whole of France
rather than imports entering France via Boulogne only, but for
all intents and purposes given that the majority of sole
imports into France come from the Netherlands and that their
most frequented port is that of Boulogne, the difference
between import prices in Boulogne and the rest of France
should be neglible.
The concept of "dominant market" is used here to determine
whether price signals from one market can be used in forming
prices in another. It is assumed that price signals from the
the "dominant market" will determine prices quoted in other
markets.
This hypothesis can be tested by establishing that prices from
the most important port "Granger cause" landing prices in the
other two. For reasons outlined in the previous section of
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this study, the obvious candidate to assume the role of the
dominant market is port of Boulogne- sur-mer. We have therefore
based our statistical tests on the hypothesis the Boulogne
landing prices "Granger cause" prices in Dunkerque and
imports.
Here we give a brief account of the econometric methodology
used in this section. The literature on causality is vast and
eminates from Granger's seminal paper (1969). Geweke (1982)
provides the framework for the testing causality and
exogeneity hypotheses for stationary AR(p) processes and more
recently Gourieroux et al (1987) have proposed causality
measures based on the Kullback Information Criterion.
This approach is based on the assumption that the true joint
probability distribution of the multivariate vector
Z=(X,Y),lot(Z) belongs to the maintained hypothesis H. The use
of the criterion allows us to define the discrepancy between
the true joint pdf, and any other joint pdf computed under
alternative hypotheses concerning the causality relations
between the two sets of variables.
By using this approach Gourieroux et al. derive the
appropriate test statistics and explore the similarities
between traditional measures of causality, and the ones based
on the Kullback Information Criterion. They have shown that it
is possible to formulate and test a variety of hypotheses
concerning the causality of the two sets of series.
These can be nested within the framework of the traditional
time series represantation (normally AR(p)) of the variales in
question. To obtain the test statistics we require the
following linear regression representation of the series of
interest :
1) Finite Marginal Autoregressions
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Replacing the true covariance matrices by their ML estimates
from the above defined models the resulting likelihood ratio
statistics assigned to each hypothesis can be computed as
follows :
Test Statistic Deg. of freedom

Hypothesis to be tested
H1 : X does not cause Y

Tlog (detSil/detS22)

Nl.N2.p

H2 : Y does not cause X

Tlog(detVl/detV2)

Nl.N2.p

Tlog(detV2/detV3)
or
Tlog (detiû2/detSZ3 )

N1 .N2

H3 : No instantaneous
causality
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Where N1 and N2 are the number of variables included in the
vectors X and Y respectively.
Cross hypothesae can also be formulated and tested, such as :
H13 : Global non causality from X to Y

: H1 n H3

H23 : Global non causality from Y to X

: H2 n H3

H123 : Independence

: H1 n H2 n H3

The resulting test statistics of using this method over the
one traditionally employed by Sims (1972) is that this
approach does not require the theoretical use of regressions
with infinite number of terms which make the test statistic
dependent of the choice of truncation. In this case the
Markovian assumption, AR(p), and has been taken explicitly
into account ; the procedure provides justification for the
method proposed by Geweke (1982) where all the regressions are
truncated at the same order p. But such truncation will not be
appropriate in the case of causality measures are à la Sims,
where the autoregressive polynomials for future and past are
assymetric.
Our data set consists of monthly observations of prices and
quantities landed in all ports as well as imports. The data
set covers the period from January 1985 to December 1988. The
series were seasonally adjusted using either seasonal dummies
or seasonal differences. The tests were performed using both
methods of seasonal adjustment to establish whether the
results were sensitive to seasonality.
Denoting landing prices quoted in Boulogne by X, landing
prices at Dunkerque by Y1, Y2 Dieppe landings'prices and
import prices by Y3 we have computed the test statistics
outlined above.
We have started the testing procedure by attempting to
establish the non-causality of Boulogne prices and the
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remaining set of landing prices. This corresponds to
Hypothesis 2, i.e Y does not cause X. All the series of
interest were first differenced and then seasonal differences
were taken. To establish that the newly transformed series
were stationary and did not contain unit roots we tested for
non-stationarity using the Dickey-Fuller (1981) test
statistic; howewer recently there is some ambiguity on the
interpretation of this procedure (Perron, 1989). As the
subsequent table confirms the resulting series were
stationary; having established stationarity we embarked on the
causality tests.

TABLE 1
Dickey-Fuller tests for Unit Roots
Model : (1-B) (1-B12) X it = 4, ( 1-B12 ) X it-1 +
Xi = LBP, LDP, LDDP, LMIP
(B = backward shift operator)
LBP

LDP

nt

LDDP

LMIP

DF(T)

-5.68

-4.13

-5.41

-4.85

DF(µ)

-5.52

-4.17

-5.49

-4.77

(critical values DF(T)* = -3.41

DF(g) * = -2.86)

After some experimentation with the dynamic structure of the
series we have adopted the lag length of 4 for all but the
series of import prices were the appropriate lag length turned
out to be 6. We tested the chosen lag structure against both
shorter and longer lag specifiation and we were unable to
reject the prefered specification.
The following table summarises the results from testing the
hypothese Y DOES NOT CAUSE X :
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TABLE 2
Hypothesis : Y does not cause X
Model : (1-B) (1-B 12 ) LBPt = A(L) (1-B) (1-B 12 ) LBPt _i +
D(L) (1-B) (1-B12) Pit-i
Pi = LDP, LMIP, LDDP
Ho = D(L) = 0
LAG LENGHT
SERIES

4

6

LDP
LMIP
LDDP

7.11*
7.03

7.72*
-

(* indicates that we were unable to reject Ho at the 5% level
of significance).
In all the tests we were failed to reject this hypothesis as
none of the price series were found to exercise significant
influence on the Boulogne prices. However the hypothesis of
global non-causality could not be supported.
These tests partially confirm our conjecture that the Boulogne
market is playing an important role in determining other
markets' prices. But the above test provide only one half of
the story for although we have established that other prices
do not cause Boulogne prices we have not as yet aquired the
necessary evidence for the proposition of interest.
Subsequently we performed a series of causality tests on the
Hypotheses X DOES NOT CAUSE Y=(Y1,Y2,Y3), the test were
performed in a pairwise fashion and the resulting test
statistics firmly rejects the null hypothesis in all cases. In
the case on global non-causality the hypothesis could not be
rejected, as we have discovered in the previous tests, and for
what it is worth the test statistics were of greater magnitude
than the ones previously obtained. The following table
presents our results and provide considerable support for
considering Boulogne as the "dominant market" for sole for the
Northern French ports.
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TABLE 3
Hypothesis : X does not cause Y
Model: (1-B) (1-B 12 ) Pi =Di (L) (1-B) (1-B 12 ) Pi +Ci (L) (1-B) (1-B 12 ) LBP
Pi = prices at : Dunkerque, Dieppe, Imports
H 0 = Ci(L) = 0
Lag Lenght
Series
LDP
LDPP
LMIP

4

6

14.3*
19.6*
15.6*

* indicates rejection of Ho
We will now turn our attention to the detailed examination of
the nature of price interaction between the different markets.
In particular we will be testing to what extent these markets
can be viewed as "price integrated" either in the short term
or the long term.

Section 2 : Are the markets for sole in Northern France Price
Integrated ?
The port of Boulogne-sur-mer has assumed a very important role
in the French fishing industry not only because of the
quantities of fish landed by the French fishing fleet but also
because of the installation in the area of substantial
industrial capacity relating to fish processing. Thus despite
the recent relative decline of volumes landed at Boulogne the
port's influence as the main trading center of the area has
been increasing. In the previous section we have established
that Boulogne quoted prices for sole 'Granger cause' prices in
the other neighbouring landing ports. It is surprising that in
the case of Dieppe which in terms of volume is of the same
importance as Boulogne the influence of Boulogne prices is
very strong indeed.
The concept of markets that are integrated by prices implies
that price movements in the markets in question are not
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independant but they coordinated. Of course the degree of
integration and its time profile may differ in terms of its
long run and short run characteristics, but the existence of
price integration between markets shouls result in certain
unambigious statistical regularities.
Following Ravallion (1986) and more recently Squires et al.
(1989), we propose in the first instance the following
simplified econometric model of price formation for the
markets under consideration.
First, prices in the 'dominant' market are assumed to be
determined by the following process :
i = Dieppe, Dunkerque, Imports
(1)
P it = h i( X it, Pit)
1 = Boulogne
and Xit refers to the local supply conditions, which are
assumed to be exogenous, at least in the immediate and shortrun. Increases in landings should result in quay price falls
thus h 'ixt < O.
Further influences on prices can be incorporated into Xit,
such as prices/landings of competing species and other local
factors.
The influence of the prices quoted in other markets, if
present, should be procyclical.
Price formation in other markets can be written as :
(2)
P it = h i ( P it, X it)
Linkages between the markets of Dieppe and Dunkerque are
minimal and they can safely ignored ; such assumption allows
us to identify the parameters of equation (2) and test
restrictions arising out of the hypothesis of market
integration.
A dynamic version of the model can be written (in log form)
as :

Plt = 2 ar Pit-s + 2 2 a 'is Pit-s + 2 a*s X t-s + u lt (3)
i s
s
s
Pit = 2 B 's Pit-s + > Ba is Pit-s + 2 B *s X it-s + u 2t (4)
s=1
s=0
s=0
(t,s=0,...T ; and i= Dunkerque, Dieppe, Imports)
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The causality tests conducted in the previous section suggest
that EiEsa'is=0, but identification problems remain concerning
the parameters associated with the current values of prices
quoted in the other markets.
But equation (4) presents no such problems and market
integration restrictions can be formulated and tested.
The following hypotheses are testable :
a) Market segmentation :
Bs = 0
s = 0,...T
i.e. there is no relationship between the 'dominant' market
and the individual markets.
b) Immediate/short run market integration
B 0 = 1 / E fi s + E B' is = 0
s=1
s=1
Here we assume that lagged affects will eventually disappear.
In this case the market (i) is but a reflection at the
dominant market price with deviations due the difference in
local conditions.
c) Absence of influence of local market, characteristics
results in the imposition of
s =0,...T
!3s* = 0
Ej35= 0
or
d) Long-run market integration requires that
E fi s + E fis' = 1
s=0
s=1
The model can be estimated in dynamic framework by the use of
ECM model which can incorporate the long-run restrictions of
market integration provided that they are accepted ; in effect
the proportionality relationship amount to a test of
signifiance of the ECM term in the general dynamic model
(Hendry et al. 1984).
So we can rewrite equation (4), incorporating long-run market
integration as

Ap it

= ao + a l(Pi -Pl)t-1 + a 2( B ) O Pit - s + a3(B)APit-s+1
+ a 4 ( B ) AX it-s+l + a 5( B ) X it-s + U3t
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where a l #0 implies long-run market integration.
An equivalent procedure to impose the long-run market
integration restriction on the cointegrating regression and
then use the residuals from this regression, lagged once, in
the dynamic specification.
The proposed specifications in (3) and (4) suggest that market
prices in both sets at markets are simultaneously determined.
To test whether such simultaneity requires the use of an I.V.
estimator we have conducted a series of exogeneity test, based
on the following rationale. The price in the dominant market
P lt , can be decomposed into two components a deterministic one
P 1t * and a stochastic oneFlitProblems
of simultaneity arise
.
if there is significant association between Pi t and the error
term in equation (4). The procedure is similar to a Lagrange
Multiplier test for exogeneity as proposed by Smith (1984).
The tests indicated that I.V. estimation was appropriate, in
order to avoid inconsistent estimates.
The existence of lagged prices in the price determination
equation can be attributed to arise due to price inertia. Such
phenomenon can be attributed to inefficient expectations
formation by the wholesales under uncertainty (since they face
both uncertain demands and costs of adjustment) as it is
suggested by Ravallion (1985).
Data :

Data for landings and imports both quantities and prices are
monthly observations covering the period 1984 to 1988. They
correspond to those of fresh and chilled sole but not frozen,
since the two types of fish are marketed differently and their
respectives markets are separate.
For Boulogne and Dunkerque, the series are taken from the
sources of CRTS (Reseau National de Statistiques de Pêche) who
registers all quay transactions statistics from CCPM (Comité
Central des Pêches Maritimes) was used for the relevant data
for the port of Dieppe.
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The prices for Rungis and retail prices for fresh sole and the
average banding prices are given in CCPM, as are the data for
the total quantities traded and the quantities and landings in
the port of Lorient.

Estimation :
We have estimated the specification in equation (4) in a
simple dynamic form, using an IV estimator for the Boulogne
price, for the ports of Dunkerque, Dieppe and import prices.
The use of an IV estimator was considered imperative as the
conducted exogeneity test established firmly the associated
between prices quoted in individual ports and the stochastic
component of Boulogne prices.
The seasonal adjustment adopted in this study is 12th
differences * .
Preliminary tests on market integration employing a simple
static specification reveal that the markets of Dunkerque and
Boulogne are very closely related. The same relationship
prevails between import prices and those quoted in Boulogne.
We have conducted the tests in either OLS or IV form and the
following table summarises our results.

* Results using monthly dummies are available on request.

TABLE 4
Models Pit = a + b Plt + ut ; Pit = a' + b' Plt + u't
(i= Dunkerque, Dieppe, Imports ; period : 1986:3, 1988:12)
H 0 : b, b' =1
Significance level
Port
Dunkerque
Dieppe
Imports

IV
0.343
0.0035
0.224

OLS
0.0004
0.04
0.03

All the OLS results reject the null hypothesis, most
emphatically in the case of Dieppe. However, the reliability
of these tests is suspect since the equations suffer from
severe misspecification. The tests based on the IV estimator
for the Boulogne price are quite different revealing immediate
market integration for Dunkerque and imports but the evidence
did not support the hypothesis for Dieppe.
Subsequently, we have estimated the dynamic specifications as
in equation 4 and we have tested the different hypotheses
outlined above.
The only determinants of local market condition which were
included in the equations were the ratios of local landings to
Boulogne landings, we have also included the squares of the
changes of such ratios as proxy for local supply variability.
The lag length was chosen employing the AIC to limit
unnecessary waste of degrees of freedom. The significance
levels of the tests for the different hypotheses, using an IV
estimator for the Boulogne prices are given in the following
table.
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TABLE 5

Null hypothesis

Short run integration
Long run integration
Market segmentation
No local characteristics

Local markets
(period:1985:3,1988:12)
Dieppe Dunkerque
Imports
0.29
0.08
0.00005*
0.0035*

0.1614
0.160
0.002*
0.70

0.19
0.33
0.007
0.06

* indicates rejection of the null hypothesis
All the estimated equations are well specified and there
appears no evidence of misspecification as the following table
suggests.
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DUNKERQUE

DEPENDENT VARIABLE
99
LDPS
1986+ 5 UNTIL
FROM
1988112
TOTAL OBSERVATIONS
34
1
SKIPPED/MISSING
USABLE OBSERVATIONS
33
DEGREES OF FREEDOM
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.63901433
.69541034
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.12354812
56R
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•
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15)=
.240337
01
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STAND. ERROR
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4 *;
1

44* ;4**
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2
3

4

O

6
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*4*

O
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119
99
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O
0
1
1
0

.1482565E-01
.7940224
-.6322705
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1
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****;;;;**;*
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******* ;4**
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LOPS
DEPENDENT VARIABLE
99
1988112
1986: 3 UNTIL
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SKIPPED/MISSING
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34
1
USABLE OBSERVATIONS
33
20
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RDAR;;2
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•
.12:17727
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DURBIN-WATSON 2.21098504
a( 15).
BIONIFICANCE LEVEL
.100071
20.5770
NO.
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1
2

• •3
4

5
6

144444;

;t;

;*;

*$**********

0

O
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0
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1
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O
1
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*** ;44X4*4*4
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T-BTATISTIC
** *s4î;t;445
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-.4514747

DIEPPE
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1903:12
1986: 6 UNTIL
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0
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TOTAL OUSERVATIONS
31
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11
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3
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To summarise the results of this section:
a) Market segmentation cannot be supported by the data for any
port. The hypothesis is firmly rejected in all cases.
b) Short run/immediate market integration is upheld very
strongly, a rather surprising result.
c) A corrolary of the short-run is that long-run market
integration must also be supported and the data is consistent
with it.
d) Local market conditions exert significant influence on the
port of Dieppe although their long-run effect is modest
compared its impact. This result is consistent with the
growing importance of this port. Sole landing is Dieppe have
been increasing faster than those of Boulogne. After a
significant fall during in 1986 they have now stabilised at
67% of Boulogne landings in 1988.

Conclusion :
We have proposed and tested a model of market integration for
fresh sole on the Northern french ports of Boulogne, Dieppe
and Dunkerque. In addition, the market for imports of fresh
sole was included to the set of markets. We have established
that Boulogne is by far the most important in terms of price
formation and that price fluctuations there have proportional
effects which are felt in the quoted prices in the others
ports. The effect is immediate fully realised in the short and
long-run. The quantities landed in each of the ports in
question have exhibited great variations especially the port
of Dieppe. In Dieppe landed quantities of fresh sole were
exceeding those of Boulogne until 1987, but they have dropped
considerably in the remaining two years of our sample. The
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port of Boulogne has assumed a leading role as a trading port,
where prices are formed and to that extent there is a strong
need to provide models of price determination at the Boulogne
level. The existence of such central market for sole makes
unnecessary the detailed study of all the ports in the region
on a dissagregated basis.
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